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The Izaak Walton League of America (League) appreciates the opportunity to testify.  Our 
written testimony provides greater detail.  We would like to address several topics here today. 
  
The Missouri River is one of the most altered ecosystems on earth.  The 1944 Flood Control Act 
(FCA) created authorized purposes that are in direct conflict. Thirty five percent of the river is 
impounded by reservoirs and thirty three percent is artificially channelized by the Bank 
Stabilization and Navigation Project (BSNP).  Creation of the dams and the BSNP resulted in 
millions of acres of the river’s aquatic and terrestrial habitat being destroyed.  That habitat 
historically made the Missouri River one of the richest ecosystems on earth.  While habitat 
restoration is ongoing, we believe much more must be done. Restoration will provide critical 
habitat for 85 native fish species and over 140 bird species. 
  
Overall Management  
We recognize the paradox the Corps faces each year. Flood control requires removing water 
from the reservoirs; the other purposes require storing water.  Also only 53 percent of the basin 
is regulated by the mainstem reservoirs, leaving areas of the lower basin subject to flooding 
regardless of the Corps’ actions.  We urge better communication on this with the public.  
 
Future Management  
We encourage the Corps to “re-think” rather than just “re-build” structures that repeatedly fail. 
More levee setbacks and river widening projects should be used.  This will give the river more 
room to roam, provide flood risk reduction and reestablish floodplain connectivity. The incredible 
dynamics of the basin are evident again this year.  Areas are experiencing severe to exceptional 
drought while dam releases are high.  We believe an urgent need exists for much more flexible 
management.  We support updating the Master Manual to allow additional in-season release 
adjustments that match each year’s actual runoff.   
 
The Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP)  
We believe the federally listed species are “poster children” for a largely unhealthy river. 
Restoring habitat will benefit the listed species and fish species listed as rare or declining. We 
urge actions that, in selected areas, lets the river restore its own habitat for self-sustaining fish 
and wildlife populations.  This will recover the river, reduce flood risk, and improve water quality 
while increasing recreational opportunities.  We call on the Corps to continue the BSNP 
mitigation program and urge them to seek the funding to get BSNP mitigation back on track. 
 
Recreation  
The recreation industry on the Missouri is a major economic engine supporting local, regional 
and national businesses.  Its economic impact exceeds, by more than ten times, the FCA’s 
original expectations. Recreation produces and sustains thousands of year-round jobs in and 
out of the basin.  Yet we’re concerned about the health of the reservoir fisheries. Stable or rising 
spring-time levels, especially in Fort Peck, Sakakawea and Oahe, are essential for fish 
recruitment. We support the Corps’ “unbalanced” management approach to raise water levels in 
at least one of these reservoir each spring. 
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Stream Gauges – Runoff Forecasting  
The League commends the Corps for improved engagement with other agencies for the 
monitoring of snowpack, soil moisture, and frost depth. However, we are disappointed the Corps 
still has not requested the funding for gauges that accurately measure runoff and snow water 
equivalent. We urge the Corps to incorporate climate change and its impacts in runoff scenarios 
and in its Annual Operating Plan. 
  
Water Conservation  
In most years the amount of water is limited - especially in the semi-arid upper basin.  We 
support the Corps meeting navigation flows if and only if commercial navigation is actually on 
the river.  This should be enacted every year runoff is at or below average. We acknowledge the 
importance of getting the reservoirs out of the Exclusive Flood Control Zone but ask for water 
conservation measures once that goal is reached. 
  
Sedimentation  
We urge the Corps to work with other agencies to lessen sediment in the reservoirs by 
encouraging conservation methods that reduce erosion. We also support exploring ways to 
decrease and/or transport sediment from the reservoirs.   
 
Summary  
The League believes a healthy Missouri River benefits everyone. If it’s managed for multiple 
uses the river will create more jobs, revenue and recreational opportunities for families in the 
basin and all across the nation. 
  
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
  
Respectfully Submitted,  

 
Paul Lepisto  
Izaak Walton League of America  
1115 South Cleveland Avenue  
Pierre, SD 57501-4456  
plepisto@iwla.org  
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